Energy Technology Group of ACS Monthly Meeting
Tuesday January 10, 2017
“The Uses of Natural Gas in Western Pennsylvania”
Bob Beatty, Jr., CEO of O Ring CNG Fuel Systems L.P.
Mr. Beatty will give an overview of the current uses of natural gas in our region. He has
considerable direct experience in designing and building compressed natural gas fuel stations.
He recently completed his sixth natural gas fueling station in Pennsylvania.
Mr. Beatty will be describing virtual pipeline, energy, and methane derivatives markets, which
integrate small-scale producers of CNG, LNG, GTLs in order to advance innovative uses for PA
indigenous natural gas into the transportation sector.
The focus of his presentation will be on the implementation of vertical integration from well head
to finished product, leveraging the best management practices for by-products utilization.
Among his current endeavors, he will also be discussing the 400 acre “Sunnyside Energy
Park” that is in the process of being constructed in Jefferson County, a site that will include over
1,000 small gas wells to be utilized in various energy applications. His main purpose is to
create a sustainable, profitable market for stranded natural gas supplies and to supply resourceisolated markets.

Robert H. Beatty, Jr. is an award-winning speaker, avid compressed natural gas (CNG) advocate, and
CEO of “O” Ring CNG Fuel Systems, L.P.—a PA company dedicated to both promoting and providing a
pathway for the use of CNG as a vehicle fuel. He holds certifications from the Natural Gas Vehicle
Institute (NGVI) of America in both CNG Fuel Station Design & Construction and CNG Fuel Station
Management and has over 30 years of experience in the natural gas and compression industries.
Robert is passionate about changing the landscape of the transportation sector by increasing the use of
natural gas to provide a cleaner, more affordable, domestic fuel source for Americans.

The meeting location is Old Town Buffet, 860 Sawmill Run Rd. Pittsburgh, PA 15226.
Just south of the south end of the Liberty Tunnel.
Social Hour 5:30 pm, Dinner 6:30 pm, Talk 7:30 pm.
Please make a reservation by contacting Elliott Bergman at elliott.acstechnology@gmail.com by 5:00
P.M. on Jan. 7, 2017.
Making a reservation in advance allows us to arrange for an appropriately sized meeting room. Walk-Ins
are still welcome. Our meetings are open to all. Menu includes the all-you-can-eat buffet at a cost of
$20 per person. Wine and alcoholic beverages can be ordered at an additional charge from the wait
staff.

We are the Energy Technology Group of the American Chemical Society
local Pittsburgh Chapter.

